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A lasting impression in every way.

NAVARA
PLUS

APPROVED ACCESSORIES

We’ve been building strong, dependable bakkies over
many generations. And at every step, we’ve pushed
the boundaries of innovation to deliver what
you need to get any job done. Now it’s time to
experience the excitement of the next generation
Nissan NAVARA. Where heritage of tough meets
premium ride comfort, smart technologies, and sleek,
modern styling. Taking you from a day on the job straight
to a night on the town without missing a beat. The Nissan
NAVARA. The legacy of innovation and reliability powers on.
The all-new Nissan NAVARA is no exception, with a large range
of Nissan Approved Accessories that improve your vehicle’s
functionality and performance. Whatever you need to do, whether
it’s the worksite or the campsite, our accessories allow you to perfectly
tailor your Nissan NAVARA.
Nissan Approved Accessories are specifically designed and manufactured to fit the
Nissan NAVARA to ensure optimal vehicle performance in support of your vehicle
warranty. Nissan accessories comply with Nissan Accessory Design Standards (NADS)
to ensure best performance, durability, quality and support. Our core styling items allow
you to customise your Nissan NAVARA’s styling and versatile capabilities. The all-new
Nissaa NAVARA retained its 5-STAR ANCAP safety rating with Nissan’s approved bullbar
fitted, only available through a Nissan approved dealership.
Authentic Nissan parts, it will only be available through a Nissan approved dealership.
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URBAN
EXPLORER

PLUS

PLUS

PLUS

Sports Bar

Decal Kit

Window Visors
– Matt Black

PLUS
PLUS

PLUS

Tail Lamp
Surrounds

Bonnet Guard
– Matt Black
PLUS

Headlamp
Surrounds

PLUS
PLUS

Tow Bar

Nudge
Bar

NUDGE BAR

Whether it’s for styling or vehicle protection, our
nudge bar has been custom designed for a perfect
fit and complies with airbag systems.
PLUS

Side Steps
- Matt Black
PLUS

NISSAN

XD ADDICT 18”
Alloy Wheels
- Matt Black

TOW BAR

Maximise your versatility with a quality tow bar
that provides greater load-bearing capacity for
leisure or practical activities. Our tow bar features
integrated illumination for better visibility at night
when unlocking your Nissan NAVARA.

Available In Black Powder Coated Mild Steel Or Polished Alloy

BONNET GUARD

HEADLAMP SURROUNDS

Our bonnet guard is exclusively styled in UV
stabilised acrylic to protect valuable paint and
bodywork from stone chips.

Our headlamp trim surrounds are custom made
to add a rugged and muscular character to your
Nissan NAVARA. Easy to install without any drilling.

Available In Matt Black

Available In Matt Black

NAVARA APPROVED ACCESSORIES

Fender
Flares

SPORTS BAR

FENDER FLARES

Available In Black Powder Coated Mild Steel Or Polished Alloy

Available In Matt Black

Fit a sports bar to your vehicle and enhance your
tie down possibilities in the loadbox. A sports bar
aids as a styling or tie down accessory and not
designed to be weight bearing.

Add style and protection to your Nissan NAVARA
with a set of fender flares specifically designed
for a perfect fit. They will protect your paint from
the ravages of the weekend trail ride, and they will
complete that killer look that you worked so hard to
get with all the other accessories you’ve installed.
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OFFROAD
BRUTE

PLUS

PLUS

Stainless Steel
Canopy

Heavey Duty
Bull Bar
PLUS

Heavy Duty
Rear Steel
Bumper

HEAVY DUTY REAR STEEL BUMPER

PLUS

PLUS
PLUS

Under body
Protection Plates

Recovery
Points

PLUS

Steel Side
Steps & Rails

Performance Coil Springs
(Front & Rear)

Wrap around design provides enhanced clearance
and protection to the rear of the vehicle when driving
off-road. Design features an integrated tow hitch
with rated 50mm tow ball and tongue. Design
includes high lift jacking points as well as integrated
tow points on either side.

PERFORMANCE COIL SPRINGS
Performance Coil Springs designed to provide raised
ride height. Heavy Duty front Coil Springs cater for
the fitment of accessories including Heavy Duty
Bull Bar and Winches. Heavy Duty rear Coil Springs
accommodate constant heavy loads in the rear.

Available In Black Powder Coated Mild Steel

UNDER BODY PROTECTION PLATE KIT

Premium Under Body Protection solution to safeguard against off-road damage from rocks, stumps
and ground strike. 4mm steel fabricated material
offers 5x more impact and penetration resistance
than 1,5mm pressed construction. Over 3x more
coverage than original protection plates. Radiator,
Steering, Engine and Transmission. Design features
include an integrated frame work, recessed fixing
hardware, drainage outlets and airflow ventilation.

Available In Black Powder Coated Mild Steel
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STEEL SIDE STEPS & RAILS

Steel side steps aid entry and exit to the vehicle,
especially on vehicles fitted with a lifted suspension
kit. Steel side steps enhance the protection of the
sill and lower part of the vehicle against dirt walls
and rocks when off-road driving. Steel side steps
can be enhanced by fitting an additional side rail
along the front fender of the vehicle. The combination
of side step and side rail offer added protection
against damaging terrain when off-road driving.

Available In Black Powder Coated Mild Steel

RECOVERY POINTS

HEAVY DUTY BULL BAR

Rated Recovery Points are designed to safely withstand and distribute the load of a severe recovery,
more so than the standard vehicle recovery point.
Recovery Points are fitted in pairs to allow for the
use of an equalisation strap when winching and
create multiple attachment points during a recovery.
Rated Recovery Points are powder coated RED for
ease of identification, even when covered in dirt or
mud. Recovery Point holes suit 4,7t rated shackles
making the use of recovery gear simple.

Certified Airbag and winch compatible Heavy Duty
Bull Bar. Affords your vehicle additional protection
from animal strikes when driving in remote areas.
Provides convenient locations to mount other 4x4
accessories such as winches, lights and aerials.
Improved approach angles when off-road driving
in severe terrain.

Available In Black Powder Coated Mild Steel
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ENHANCED
INSIDE & OUT

CANOPIES

Choose from our range of Nissan Approved stainless steel and fiberglass canopies,
designed to perfectly suit your Nissan NAVARA. Innovative design ensures your canopy
is protected from the elements and colour mathicng ensures a perfect fit.

DECAL KITS

Stand out from the crowd and add a sporty touch to your Nissan NAVARA with
one of four decal kits to choose from. Our product meets global automotive
standards and surpasses all quality standards.

TONNEAU COVER

Our high quality tonneau cover features advanced
open and close technology along with a clip-in
mechanism to facilitate quick and simple fitment
and removal. We have tonneau covers on offer
that accommodates your NIssan NAVARA with
or without roll bar and requires no drilling .

Decal Kit 1

SCUFF PLATES

Our branded scuff plates are custom made to
protect the inner door sill against scuff marks
and scratches.

PLUS

Canvas Seat
Cover

Available In Moulded Plastic And Stainless Steel

CANVAS SEAT COVERS
Add extra protection to your vehicle with our high
quality aftermarket approved canvas seat covers.
Hard wearing and stylish, you can cruise in style and
comfort in the toughest environments.

Decal Kit 2 (kit includes bonnet graphics)

ALLOY WHEELS

NIssan offers a distinguished range of alloy wheels exclusively available for the all-new
Nissan NAVARA. These alloy wheels have been developed keeping safety and strength
in mind and make for bold styling.
Decal Kit 3

Black Alloy Wheels XD798 - ADDICT

NISSAN

Black Alloy Wheels XD832 - FUSION

NAVARA APPROVED ACCESSORIES

Black Alloy Wheels XD835 - SWIPE

Decal Kit 4 (kit includes bonnet graphics)
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ACCESSORIES

PART NUMBER

MODEL GRADE APPLICATION
SE

LE

STYLING - EXTERIOR

ACCESSORIES

PART NUMBER

MODEL GRADE APPLICATION
SE

LE

PROTECTION

Decal kit 1

CGID23DLKIT1

X

X

Loadbox rubber mat

D23L0AD5MM

X

X

Decal kit 2

CGID23DLKIT2

X

X

Headlight covers (clear)

B63004KE0AAU

X

X

Decal kit 3

CGID23DLKIT3

X

X

Bonnet guard (matt black)

EGR150060EMB

X

X

Decal kit 4

CGID23DLKIT4

X

X

Window visors (matt black)

EGR148100EMB

X

X

D23KEKTONRB

X

X

D23KEKTON

X

X

Black alloy wheels XD798 ADDICT

XD79889064718

X

X

SAFETY & SECURITY

Black alloy wheels XD832 FUSION

XD83289064718

X

X

Soft tonneau covers (with EGR bar)

Black alloy wheels XD835 SWIPE

XD83589064918

X

X

Soft tonneau covers (without EGR bar)

Headlamp surrounds

PED23HLSUR

X

X

Spare wheel lock

GT1030NP300

X

X

Tail lamp surrounds

PED23TLSUR

X

X

Window film

SECFITD23DC

X

X

Running boards (black anodised aluminium)

XROSD23STEPS

X

X

IRONMAN 4X4 OFF-ROAD ACCESSORIES

Fender flares

F38004KE0AAU

X

X

Steel side steps

Nudge bar (alloy)

F20644KE0AAU

X

X

Steel side steps & rails

Nudge bar (black)

F20644KE0BAU

X

X

9500lb Winch (Steel Cable)

Sportsbar (alloy)

J44104KE0AAU

X

X

9500lb Winch (Synthetic Rope)

Sportsbar (black)

J44104KE0BAU

X

X

UTILITY

SS048

X

X

SSR048

X

X

WWB9500

X

X

WWB9500SR

X

X

Recovery points

IRB048

X

X

Trailer wiring harness

ITBL048

X

X

Replacement bumper (alloy)

F21604KE0AAU

X

X

Heavy duty rear steel bumper

RTB048

X

X

Replacement bumper (black)

F21604KE3BAU

X

X

Under body protection plates

UBP048

X

X

Towbar with LED downlight

B0SD23LEDTB

X

X

Heavy duty bull bar

BBCD048

X

X

Cattle rails

B0SD23CTRLS

X

X

Performance coil springs (front & rear)

SK703CBFP

X

X

RLD23RUB

X

X

Performance coil springs (front & rear) - (ideal for stainless steel canopy)

SK703CCFP

X

X

RLD23RUBHD

X

X

7’’ blast combo LED spot light

ILED7C0MB0

X

X

Rubberising
Rubberising heavy duty
Roof rack with railings (wingbar racks)

N775969

X

Steel side steps & rails

X

X

Roof rack with railings (square bar racks)

N775769

X

Recovery points

X

X

Trailer wiring harness

X

X

X

X

Under body protection plates

X

X

Roof rack win bar locks (vehicle w/o railings)

N1781754962

X

Roof rack square bar locks (vehicle w/o railings)

N1781754762

X

IRONMAN 4X4 OFF-ROAD UPGRADE KIT

CANOPIES

Heavy duty rear steel bumper

NISS048CVK

Beekman fibre glass canopy

BKNAMD23EX

X

X

Heavy duty bull bar

X

X

SA Canopy fibre glass canopy

NSAD23EX

X

X

Performance coil springs (front & rear)

X

X

NN1SCDCRT

X

X

PROTECTION

NN1SCDCBRT

X

X

Seat covers for leather seats (Grey)

TAKNAV16DCLG

X

NSDSWRT

X

X

Seat covers for leather seats (Black)

TAKNAV16DCLB

X
X

Stainless smart canopy gullwing
Stainless smart canopy base
Optional extra : side door sliding window
Optional extra : cab slider / front canopy

NCSRT

X

X

Seat covers for leather seats (black with orange NAVARA name)

NAVDC16L0RB

Optional extra : rear door mesh

NRDMRT

X

X

Seat covers for leather seats (grey with orange NAVARA name)

NAVDC16L0RG

Optional extra : full kitchen unit

NSCKURT

X

X

Seat covers for cloth seats (grey)

TAKNAV16DCCG

Optional extra : 3/4 kitchen unit

NSCKU1RT

X

X

Seat covers for cloth seats (black)

TAKNAV16DCCB

X

Optional extra : air vent (passenger gullwing door)

NSCAVRT

X

X

Seat covers for cloth seats (black with orange NAVARA name)

NAVDC16C0RB

X

Optional extra : roof mounted table

NSCRMTRT

X

X

Seat covers for cloth seats (grey with orange NAVARA name)

NAVDC16C0RG

X

Optional extra : 2 x internal led lights

NSCLEDRT

X

X

Scuff plates (stainless)

PED23SCUFF

X

X

LUMD23SCUFB

X

X

Scuff plates (moulded plastic)

QUALITY GUARANTEED OUR PROMISE
Nissan Approved Accessories are backed by Nissan’s Warranty terms and conditions when purchased through your Nissan Dealer. Warranty periods vary across
the range, for more warranty information contact your Nissan dealer.
By choosing Nissan Approved Accessories for your Nissan NAVARA you’re ensuring the road ahead is safe, reliable and stylish. A lasting impression in every way.

X
X

LEGAL NOTICE
Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this brochure is correct at the time of going to print (March 2017). This brochure has been produced featuring prototype or accessorised vehicles exhibited
at motor shows and, in accordance with the company’s policy of continuously improving its products, Nissan South Africa reserves the right to change the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this
brochure at any time. Nissan Dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan Dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Due to the limitations of
the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure
without the written permission from Nissan is forbidden. Quoted fuel consumption and emission values have been established using the prescribed method of measurement (United Nations Economic Commission
for Europe “ECE” Regulation R101 in the current version) as required under current legislation. This data does not pertain to the specific vehicle and does not comprise part of the offer, but is supplied for the purpose
of comparison between the various types of vehicles, in accordance with 1999/94/EC. Driving behaviour/conditions and other non-technical factors contribute towards a vehicle’s fuel consumption and CO2 emissions
over and above the determined fuel efficiency of a vehicle.

Contact your local Nissan Dealer to find out about these and other Nissan approved accessories.

www.nissan.co.za

Phone us toll free on: 0800 NISSAN (647 726)
Follow Nissan on:
/NissanSouthAfrica
@Nissanza
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